
 

« luxurious watercolour paintings  » 
 
His pictures seems to be the most classical British oil paintings, but Cyrille Jubert is French and these paintings 
are watercolours. Nine years ago, as this businessman had just sold his company, he discovers, by chance,  that 
he is able to draw. Borrowing his children’s watercolour box, he starts to paint. In a few days, he masters the 
technique and as a passionate hunter, he tries first to reproduce his game birds real size in still-life. 9 months 
later, showing his work at the Paris Country show, he has a great success and his first commission for a dog 
portrait. His realistic style and luminous palette please and his commissions schedule is booked for months. So 
much so, that one day he says « Stop ! I want to paint real paintings, not just simple dog portraits ». As his 
client is hunting deer twice a week in Rambouillet, the artist proposes then to paint her Jack Russell terrier in a 
painting staging her passion. 
In the elegant decor of his dining room,  the painter 
sets in a skilful disorder a hunting coat, a whip, her 
tricorn and her oldest riding boots. The young Jack 
Russell, a bit lost in this foreign home, is there, shy 
but already willing to play. 
This painting is published in a few French magazines. 
A few days later, a Belgium awking champion called 
the artist to order him a painting on falconry with his 
pointer in the same spirit. The idea of a serie is born.  
 
Painting after painting, Cyrille Jubert enhances  his 
very personal style and becomes a Master in 
watercolour. None paints so detailed and realistic 
pictures using this technique, that doesn’t allow for 
any error. Without any course, he discovers how to 
paint glazes to give depth and the most delicate 
shades to his colours. Though, Cyrille uses a very 
short palette, trying to keep a real unity to his work. 
Picking ideas here and there, he adopts one of the 
principles of « Trompe-l’œil » and hides his sign in 
the decor. In this first painting, the sign is engraved 
inside the boots. In « falconry », you will find it as the 
title of a book in the background. One of the pleasures 
is to find the winks hidden here or there in the picture. 
  

Hidden signatures in different paintings 

 



 
On the left hand side, you see Cyrille Jubert’s last painting for a sporting guns ‘s collector. Each picture tells a 
story, an ambience, a peaceful scene of interior staging a hobby. Most of his paintings are against the light, with 
deep perspectives to allow the eye to escape beyond the subjects. In the same spirit, you have very dense and 
detailed parts beside empty places to rest the eye of the witness.  
In these paintings, that could just be boring still-life, the 
pets bring their soul. The unbelievable details in each one 
of these watercolours explain why they need about 3 
months of work. The artist dreams to paint a whole 
collection showing all kind of sports ( golf, polo, yachting, 
ski..) with different breeds of dogs.  
As all these luxurious paintings were scattered all over 
Europe in private collections, Cyrille created « The Dog 
Museum », a virtual gallery to gather them. The guided 
tour of this website tells the artist’s course, painting by 
painting, in a humorous style, explaining details and winks. 
530.000 visitors have already visited “the dog Museum”, 
giving to the artist a very large audience. 
 
Meet the artist on the CLA Game Fair, from Friday 28th to 
Sunday 30th of july, in Broadlands, near Romsey. 
 
Cyrille Jubert 
92 av foch 922210 Saint Cloud France 
portable: 0033 670 024 298 
www.thedogmuseum.com 
email: cyrille@thedogmuseum.com 
  
 
 
Cyrille ‘s dog is a white Labrador called « Porte-Plume ». His name in French 
means at the same time « drawing pen » and « game-bird retriever ». On his first 
portrait, « Plume », a 3 months old pup,  is retrieving his first snipe. His master 
hunts mainly snipes and woodcocks. On the right, the second watercolour portrait 
that Cyrille painted  of his gundog and a detail the Labrador’s glance. 

  
 


